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I would like to start this conversation by asking you how art came to you 
or, perhaps, how you came to art.

I came into contact with art through my father’s trips to Europe when I was a child. He had studied in 
France and Belgium, and every so often he would come back with videotapes of cartoons. That was 
my introduction to drawing. They were souvenirs he brought back from his travels and they gave me 
ER�MHIE�SJ�[LEX�XLEX�HMWXERX�[SVPH�[EW�PMOI��-�YWIH�XS�[SRHIV�LS[�XLSWI�ERMQEXIH�ƼPQW�[IVI�QEHI�
and he would explain it to me. The process intrigued me. Reproducing a drawing many times and 
then animating it by running it across different sheets was intriguing. And so I developed a real inte-
rest and continued to learn more about them. I must say that my father supported me, even though 
he didn’t believe that art would provide me with a real job. He thought it was a kind of method that 
could help me with my studies.

Your father wanted you to study Administration Science. 
And, in fact, from 2007 to 2011, this is the university course you attended in Milan. 
Am I right?

When I came to Europe, I was introduced to art history. I was greatly attracted, but I didn’t know how 
to tell my father I wanted to be an artist. In his opinion art was a hobby, to be cultivated alongside a 
job that would give me some stability. He wanted me to be in administration like him, to study Poli-
tical Science and then work at the UN, where money and security were guaranteed. So when I con-
fessed to him that I wanted to enrol in an artistic high school he reacted angrily. He told me I had to 
learn to be pragmatic. Indeed, studying art does not help a foreigner in Italy. When you come of age 
you have to renew your residence permit, and you must have a job providing a steady income. So, in 
the end I attended Political Science. It was interesting, but it was not what I was passionate about. 
I studied subjects I liked, to a certain degree, such as sociology, administration, human resources 
management, ethnography. However, I continued to be attracted to art. So I studied with the hope 
that one day it would be able to make it my job.

“Art is the highest form of hope,” Gerhard Richter once told me. And so, after Administration 
Science, you started to study painting at the Academy of Fine Arts in Bologna. 
8LMW�MW�[LIVI�]SY�SƾGMEPP]�FIKER�XS�TYVWYI�EVX��,S[IZIV��-�[SYPH�PMOI�]SY�XS�XIPP�QI�EFSYX�
these years of limbo, of transition. I wonder, in fact, were you already painting then? 
And do you believe that the works of that period are part of an initial body of work 
that might end up, one day, in your ‘catalogue raisonné’? 

That’s an interesting question. Because many people think I started painting at the Academy. Actual-
ly, I had been producing artwork throughout my previous studies. I worked on small formats, at 
home, at night. Also because, when I started studying, I had to support myself by working for an 
advertising company. I didn’t have much space, so I worked on A4 formats. And I must say I learned 
a lot by having to try and keep all the tension in such a small space. However, those were the years 
when I started to understand what art meant for me. It was a form of hope, as you say, that’s true. 
But it was also a form of therapy. During this particular period, I created works that I still like very 
much. They allowed me to use my imagination. And, sometimes, I realised that with certain works it 
was enough to have them in my mind. It was not necessary to actually create them. Another thing 
I realised at that time was how much processing goes into the production of all the things surroun-
ding us, starting with the boxes things are sold in. They are containers made to be thrown out once 
we get home with our nice new pair of shoes. A lot of research goes into making these boxes, you 
LEZI�E�HIWMKRIV��XIWXW�EVI�HSRI�XS�ƼRH�XLI�VMKLX�QEXIVMEP�ERH�GSPSYV��8LMW�JEWGMREXIH�QI��WS�-�WXEVXIH�
to pay attention to everything I saw and every material I came into contact with, these materials be-
came much more stimulating for me than the so-called ‘noble’ materials of painting.

This is when you started to give great importance to the different materials you use in your 
work. I once heard you say that your source of inspiration is the whole of Africa, the genocide 
that took place in Rwanda. At the same time, you try to convey and represent our time through 



the materials you use. All the materials in your works, in fact, are donated to you or come from 
recycling and therefore take on a special meaning for you. You know where each material comes 
from. Among your materials there is also coffee from your country. And this creates a bridge, 
with Africa, which is a territory of inspiration. 

For me coffee, as a working material, has a precise origin. My mother brought it back from a trip she 
made to Rwanda a few years after our escape. I belong to a family of political refugees. My mother was 
able to return to the country because, as a woman, she was not seen as a threat. When she reached us 
again, in Italy, she brought the coffee we produced, telling us how it was no longer only an export pro-
duct, that people had started to drink it in our cities. This surprised us. And so we began drinking these 
packets of coffee that she had brought back with her. I haven’t been back to Rwanda for twenty-two 
years. Because of my surname, my father’s surname. I have lived most of my life outside the country. 
And coffee was something that connected me to the place I am from. That’s why I didn’t want to throw 
it away once I drank it. So I started collecting the grounds and learning more about their properties. I 
started with simple notions, such as the fact that coffee absorbs a lot of water and is a good fertiliser. 
Then I studied how here in Italy the moka was invented, which made it possible to brew coffee in just 
a few minutes. Later I realised that coffee brought order to western society, because before that peo-
ple used to drink various things, such as grappa, before going to work in the morning. Coffee, with its 
properties, contributed to the development of the West and its industrial civilisation. I understood its 
importance. And since materials for art cost so much, I thought I could also use it for my own purpo-
ses. That was also the case with shoe boxes. I’ll tell you another story connected to this, it’s something 
that happened when I arrived in Italy. One day some friends suggested going to the park. I thought they 
[IVI�WTIEOMRK�SJ�E�TPE]KVSYRH��7S�[I�[EPOIH�JSV�EFSYX�ƼJXIIR�QMRYXIW�YRXMP�[I�GEQI�XS�E�KVIIR�EVIE��
MX�[EW�WMQTP]�E�PE[R��[MXL�TPERXW��E�QIEHS[��-�VIEPMWIH�-�LEH�[EPOIH�JSV�ƼJXIIR�QMRYXIW�SR�XLI�WSPIW�SJ�
my shoes, a layer of material separating me from the planet earth. This was the West, a place where 
you could walk for a long time without ever even getting the edges of your shoes dirty. It was a sudden 
intuition, it surprised me and also made me a little sad. So I became interested in this element, shoes, 
and their packaging, designed to be thrown away. 

There is always a meaning attached to materials. Also a memory, I would say. 
Yet we live in an age in which the greater availability of information does not necessarily coincide 
with a stronger memory. I think, in fact, that a characteristic element at the heart of our time is 
EQRIWME��%RH��XLYW��XLI�JYRGXMSR�SJ�EVX��EW�)VMG�,SFWFE[Q�WEMH��MW�XS�TVSXIWX��EW�MX�[IVI��EKEMRWX�
forgetfulness. I say this because when you started at the Art Academy in Bologna, you began to 
draw on sheets of paper that had been thrown away by your fellow students. 
%RH�-�ƼRH�XLEX�ZIV]�MRXIVIWXMRK��&YX�ƼVWX�SJ�EPP��LS[�HMH�]SY�IRH�YT�MR�XLI�GMX]�SJ�1SVERHM#�

My younger brother brought me to Bologna, he’d come here to study in 2016. In December, he asked 
me to join him and gave me a tour of the Academy. The city surprised me, I was captivated. At the 
time I lived in Bergamo, which is a very different place. Bologna looked like a campus city, full of 
students. The atmosphere was joyful. I had decided that I would continue creating small works, but 
I would stay out of the art world for several reasons. One of them was that here, in the West, there 
is an important history that I was not sure I could handle. I was afraid I’d be overwhelmed. But my 
FVSXLIV�MRWMWXIH�XLEX�-�IRVSP�EX�XLI�%GEHIQ]�WS�XLI�JSPPS[MRK�]IEV�-�SƾGMEPP]�FIKER�Q]�NSYVRI]�MR�XLI�
world of art. I must say it was not easy, because at that time I had already started researching on my 
own and having younger classmates was a challenge. But since I am willing to do anything for art, I 
decided to leave aside what I had already studied, the ideas that had become consolidated, and start 
over again. For example, I slowly realised that I could form a knowledge of materials from the great 
history of Italian art that would give me absolute freedom. In this respect, I was always very surpri-
sed to see how other students would draw on sheets of paper and then throw them away and take 
a new one. I used to tell them that if it’s only an exercise, one can also use the other side, the point is 
to train one’s hand and muscle memory. But they wanted new sheets, immaculate sheets of paper. 
7S�WMRGI�-�LEH�WXVYKKPIH�MR�TVIZMSYW�]IEVW�XS�ƼRH�XLIWI�QEXIVMEPW��[LMGL�[IVI�I\TIRWMZI��-�WXEVXIH�XS�
take their sheets and use the other side. I have always considered it a challenge to use the materials 



that are available: it’s as if my actions were able to connect with a previous history. It’s also a way to 
trick the horror vacui�SJ�ER�IQTX]�GERZEW��FIGEYWI�XLI�LMWXSV]�SJ�E�WTIGMƼG�QIHMYQ�EPVIEH]�QSVI�SV�
less tells me what to do.

The future is often written with fragments of the past. Every creator works with other artists 
when writing or painting. It’s a collaboration that involves not only the living, but also one’s 
predecessors. We can paint with Goya, for example. So I would like to ask you which artists 
you work with. Which have been important to you. I am thinking of Luca Bertolo who was your 
professor in Bologna.

Luca Bertolo understood from the start what I was doing and encouraged me. Although our work is 
ZIV]�HMJJIVIRX��LI�[EW�XLI�ƼVWX�EVXMWX�-�GEQI�MRXS�GSRXEGX�[MXL�[LS�LEH�E�JEQMP]��ERH�[EW�E�TVSJIWWSV��
,I�[EW�PMZMRK�TVSSJ�XLEX�Q]�JEXLIV�[EW�[VSRK��%RSXLIV�MQTSVXERX�ƼKYVI��[LIR�-�WXEVXIH�[SVOMRK��[EW�
David Hammons. I must say that all the artists who inspired me did not do so through their works, 
but rather because of where they stood in society. My main concern back then was still the fact that 
I was a foreigner in Italy who had to renew his residence permit by proving a steady income. So I 
was interested in the behaviour of artists, not so much in the objects they produced. I have a very 
African way of approaching this issue. In Rwanda we make objects that must not be a burden on 
future generations, they are supposed to die with us, with our generation, so that the next generation 
is free to create something new. We don’t have this desire for things to be eternal. What inspired me 
about Hammons was how strict he was, his determination in pursuing his own vision, which is also 
X]TMGEP�SJ�SXLIV�%JVMGER�%QIVMGER�EVXMWXW��3FZMSYWP]�XLI�LMWXSVMGEP�TIVMSH�EPWS�MRƽYIRGIW�XLMW�VMKSYV��
But it was very interesting for me to observe this. To think about a kind of art that does not seek the 
market’s approval, that aspires to a dignity of its own. I’ve always been fascinated by the behaviour 
of artists. And the way I behave also makes me think. For example, many people bring me coffee and 
I – who generally never open my studio to critics, curators or people from the art world – let them 
in very happily. We talk, I show them how I use their coffee. It’s a very simple way of sharing, I like to 
bring people closer to art like this. At present, for example, I’m using cement in my work. I met a site 
manager who had no interest in art. We met in a bar and he explained to me how cement behaves 
in certain conditions. Then I showed him I use it and he was surprised. He became very interested 
in what I do, now he talks to his friends about contemporary art, he calls me often. That’s the kind of 
sharing that interests me. They may seem small things, but for me they are very valuable. 

This makes me think of other dialogues you have established, for example with Arte Povera artists. 
I remember that years ago, speaking of materials, Kounellis told me that if you take the dramatic 
element out of art you are left with formalism. So he used recycled objects, objects that sometimes 
GEQI�JVSQ�PERHƼPPW��[LMGL�LEH�XLMW�HVEQEXMG�IPIQIRX��-�HSRƅX�ORS[�MJ�MXƅW�XLI�WEQI�JSV�]SY��

The work of Arte Povera artists went against a certain climate that was rather dominant at the time. 
They chose to counter it by using waste materials in their works, but they treated them exactly for 
what they are. I am more interested in the cyclical nature of these materials. When one drinks coffee, 
coffee grounds are produced that can be reused in painting. It’s a cycle, the end point is the begin-
ning. They are two different approaches. My approach is not one of protest. Although I must admit 
that having studied their work has given me a profound awareness of materials in art. I am also 
thinking about another very important artist for me, Mimmo Rotella. When he tore down his posters, 
he did not ask himself how they were made, what story was behind them. His interest was purely 
aesthetic. When I use paper, on the other hand, I consider it essential to know where it comes from 
and to know about everything involved in the production of that particular sheet of paper.

-XƅW�MRXIVIWXMRK�XLEX�]SY�QIRXMSR�6SXIPPE��,I�WXEVXIH�[SVOMRK�[MXL�TSWXIVW�EJXIV�E�TLEWI�MR�[LMGL�LI�
GEQI�XS�FIPMIZI�XLEX�TEMRXMRK�[EW�ƼRMWLIH�ERH�XLEX�WSQIXLMRK�QSVI�EPMZI�LEH�XS�FI�MRZIRXIH��
,MW�IRGSYRXIV�[MXL�XLI�TSWXIVW�[EW�ITMTLERMG�ERH�WS�LI�WXEVXIH�XS�XIEV�XLIQ�SJJ�XLI�[EPPW�ERH�FVMRK�
them into the studio, reassembling them or sometimes leaving them as he had found them. It is a 
ready-made or object trouvé approach that is not alien to your work. You also paint using other means.



Yes, but I have never thought of reinventing anything. My ambition is only to learn techniques that al-
low me to go one step further. It’s not an ideological but a very practical approach, a rational approach 
XS�TEMRXMRK��%PWS��6SXIPPE�GVIEXIH�MR�E�ZIV]�HMJJIVIRX�TIVMSH��8EPOMRK�EFSYX�ƼRMWLIH�TEMRXMRK�TIVLETW�
made sense in an art world that at the time excluded an immense continent such as Africa and also 
the whole of the East. But that is not the case today. I have studied his period, I have also tried to form 
an awareness of the present, the period in which I am pursuing my artistic research. However, I must 
say that I do not experience all this as a form of otherness. On the contrary, I approach these artists 
because I believe they are my predecessors. I don’t think it makes sense to build separations. Rather, I 
seek evolutionary continuity. It may be because I don’t believe in this grand theory of black and white. 
I am certain that it serves no purpose. My colleagues often talk about white power, but I work with 
colours, for example, and it’s a nightmare to have to talk about white or black people. When we speak 
SJ�QIR�ERH�[SQIR�XLIVI�MW�ER�MRƼRMXI�ZEVMIX]�SJ�GSPSYV�KVEHEXMSRW��[LMGL�EPWS�HITIRH�SR�IQSXMSRW��
After all, we are one family, science tells us. So I refuse to see things in a divisive way. I often think 
about this when I work. For example, when I started doing my paintings, I asked myself how a boy in 
Africa might behave if he took inspiration from me. What would he do if I used very expensive colours, 
like the Mussini colours that are not available in Rwanda or Tanzania? How would he follow my exam-
ple? I try to think in a way that would work for him. I’ll give you another example. For many years huge 
containers full of used clothes arrived in Rwanda. So I thought they could be used to make paintings. 
We don’t necessarily have to use pigments. This approach is one possible way of sharing my painting.

It’s a very political approach. In some of your interviews, among other things, you have said that 
the concrete you use in your work has to do with what happened in the United States with the 
death of George Floyd and the Black Lives Matter protests that followed. 
You say you were impressed by the reports of African-Americans being picked up, beaten and 
thrown to the ground, their faces against the asphalt. You said that as an African you posed 
questions and as an artist you tried to say something, but without shouting. So you created 
works using black cement, juxtaposed with rice paper resembling the skin you saw drying on the 
faces of the dead in Rwanda. 
Is Stefano Boeri right when he says that art and architecture are a way to talk about the present?

-�QYWX�WE]�XLEX�HYVMRK�XLI�'SZMH�TERHIQMG�-�[EW�WYVTVMWIH�XS�WII��JSV�XLI�ƼVWX�XMQI��TISTPI�EPP�SZIV�XLI�
planet sharing the same emotions. In this situation, the death of George Floyd was like as a tear. Also, 
you know, we Africans have this very friendly and unintentional relationship with concrete whenever 
[I�EVI�EVVIWXIH��8LI�ƼVWX�XLMRK�TSPMGI�HS��[LIR�XLI]�WXST�YW��MW�XS�TVIWW�SYV�JEGI�EKEMRWX�MX��-XƅW�RSX�
only the police. Recently, thirty-nine-year-old Nigerian-born Alika Ogorchukwu was killed because he 
was trying to sell handkerchiefs to a couple and the man, after a while, went back to look for the seller 
and strangled him, pushing him to the ground, on the street. No Italian intervened. Many times I have 
asked myself how can one speak of this with art and I have realised that concrete is an element ca-
pable of conveying this tension. It is also the membrane that separates us from planet earth, as I told 
you before. So this material is deeply connected to many of our problems. I thought that if used in the 
right quantity, a bit like with Bologna chalk, it could be very effective in artworks. And so I decided to 
use it. However, as you see, the way of asking questions becomes intimate, these questions are not 
shouted. Also the work we’re exhibiting in Rome – which talks about a genocide – proves there are 
different ways of addressing problems. It is also possible to deliver a punch in the stomach without 
necessarily trying to create spectacular effects, but by constructing more complex visions that lend 
themselves to different interpretations. When I began my work with the callipers and the Bible, I had 
to solve the problem of how to obtain the book, because it was my mother’s Bible, who is very Catho-
lic. I had to insist a lot. In the end, she gave it to me, making me promise that I wouldn’t do anything 
blasphemous with it. My goal was to try to measure the value of a book. That book is important to 
many people. It is to my mother, but also to me, on a philosophical rather than religious level. For each 
of us, the relationship with sacred books is different. And certainly this book has played a crucial role 
in the history of humanity. To measure it, therefore, is simply impossible. All the more if you try to do 
so using a calliper, no matter how precise the instrument is. That Bible is also linked to the genocide 
that took place in my country. There were many causes that led up to it, and I was trying to under-



stand why things went that way. This attitude once made me uncomfortable. When I saw colleagues 
in the United States working on Rwanda and the genocide, I felt a sense of hatred for their operation. 
But over time I started to understand the role of the artist and I gradually realised that if artists did 
not talk about it, no one else would. So I decided to focus on this project, and it took me a long time. 
I had to go deep into my questions, consider what my family felt, what I felt. My father is a political 
refugee and it’s still hard for him to accept what happened, even though twenty years have passed. 
He continues to write against the government. The questions I had to ask myself while working on 
this project were many. 

I was a very good friend of Édouard Glissant. In some of his works, he clearly talks about the 
GSRGITX�SJ�XLI�EVGLMTIPEKS��XLI�MQTSVXERGI�SJ�STEGMX]��[SVPHPMRIWW��SJ�XLI�RIIH�XS�ƼRH�XSSPW�XS�
YRHIVWXERH�XLI�X[IRX]�ƼVWX�GIRXYV]��FYX�LI�EPWS�WE]W�XLEX�EVX�WLSYPH�MRZIRX�SXLIV�GMVGYMXW�XS�XVEZIP�
outside galleries, away from museums, towards people, to create more public circumstances 
XLEX�PIEZI�RS�SRI�SYX��,EZI�]SY�IZIV�XLSYKLX�EFSYX�XLMW�TIVWTIGXMZI��SV�LEZI�]SY�MQEKMRIH�
projects for public spaces that were not realised or that were censored?

There are many unrealised or censored projects. Sometimes it’s a form of self-censorship, it stems 
from the fact that I still feel awkward with my family and my father. What I would really like to do is 
a sculpture park in Rwanda. A park with sculptures capable of talking about the country’s history. 
What happened before the genocide has fallen into oblivion. The history departments at university 
only teach what happened after 1994. I must say that I would like to try and create monuments that 
would be witnesses to our history, they would stand there and not risk disappearing and being for-
gotten. Another project I have been thinking about a lot is a music club where the energy of the feet 
of people dancing would activate visual effects. I would also like the sound to come from all around, 
without the presence of a DJ. This is because one thing that has always bothered me is that, at fe-
stivals, everyone looks in the same direction, to where the DJ is standing, so people don’t take notice 
of the people around them. Eliminating the DJ would radically change the relational experience of 
the space. 

Another project you hadn’t realised yet is the one installed in Rome at the invitation of Gian Maria 
Tosatti and the Quadriennale. As you said before, the presence of books in this work is very 
important. I think literature is important in your work. You once stated that “the written word can 
be an endless nightmare, but also an excellent way, in wise hands, to leave something to those 
who come after us, something we may call future.” I would like to understand more about your 
relationship with words, with books, with libraries.

Rwanda chose not to have a past. This has taught me that without archives, one goes into the fu-
ture blindly. It’s like drawing in the dark. Books, libraries, here in the West, have changed my life. In 
Bologna there are two large libraries, one in the Sala Borsa and another in the Archiginnasio. The 
latter has particularly old books that are bound in a really fascinating way. I spent a lot of time there. 
I believe that literature and history are important, sometimes regardless of the stories they tell. What 
really matters is words, written words, available words, also to be refuted, or to be used to enter into 
a dialogue with those who are no longer present. I myself sometimes write. I write down thoughts 
of joy or despair. I leave them on paper. When I go back to them I often destroy them. Because that’s 
the right thing to do. I think my very existence is a form of protest. However, the books you wrote 
were very important for my brother. They are tools that can be used to gather important information. 
Coming from Rwanda, where history covers a period of twenty-eight years, we understand how va-
luable this is. The same way I realise what it means to deny words, what it means when countries 
like mine or North Korea use words to distort our conscience. Books always have two sides. They 
can deliver a blow or provide knowledge. I accept both, as long as we have books. The project I’m 
[SVOMRK�SR�JSV�XLI�5YEHVIRRMEP�EPWS�WXIQW�JVSQ�XLIWI�VIƽIGXMSRW��-X� MW�FYMPX�EVSYRH�XLI�&MFPI�XLEX�
my mother read during the genocide. The idea is that she, like so many others of her generation, left 
behind all the knowledge that belonged to the people, which had been handed down for millennia be-
fore something else took over. It’s also absurd that it was words that led to the killings. The order to 



kill was often broadcast on the radio, as the majority of the population was illiterate. Language is also 
the tool that led to the translation of the Bible into Kinyarwanda by a philosopher. Seeing my mother 
clutching this Bible in those years made me want to measure it with a calliper, to measure its value. 
But then again, even a calliper is unreliable, not only because it is unable to measure what I’m looking 
for, but also because it is the instrument that was used to determine the ethnic difference between 
Tutsi and Hutu in my country; it was the same instrument used by Cesare Lombroso.

This inability to obtain data that is certain makes me think of the right to opacity that 
Edouard Glissant talks about.

-�QYWX�GSRJIWW�XLEX�XLI�[SVO�]SY�HMH�[MXL�+PMWWERX�MRƽYIRGIH�QI�KVIEXP]��,MW�MHIE�XLEX�GPEVMX]�MW�MQ-
possible, that there is always something standing between it and us is pivotal. I’ll give you a rather 
banal example. Think of the plastic we use to protect documents. We use it precisely so that those 
documents may last for many years. But then we often throw plastic away, the wrappings of what 
we consume, into the environment, as if that plastic were not as durable as the other. We are actually 
aware of this, but we decide to admit one thing and not the other, we favour one thing over the other. 
This renders us opaque. This idea – it’s something Glissant speaks of – left a strong impression on 
me. And I think that in the work for the Quadriennale I wanted to maintain this sense of openness. 
It interests me, for example, to see that for some people this work reminds them of Star Wars, be-
cause the callipers resemble certain spaceships in the saga, while for others the association with 
violence is immediate. Seeing that several visions coexist and that there is no single key to arrive 
at meaning for me is essential. I don’t believe in black and white polarisation. I myself feel that I am 
a child of the great Western masters and I belong to my city, to Italy, with all that this entails, also 
for the future, as we prepare for a right-wing government that risks doing major damage. I accept 
this. Opacity for me is not a house, it is the awareness of the everyday dimension, it is my ability to 
accept the reality I live in, it is a way of resisting this society. I accept the coexistence of everything, 
[MXLSYX�WIIOMRK�E�GPIEV�HIƼRMXMSR��-�EGGITX�XLI�I\MWXIRGI�SJ�VEGMWQ��XLI�JEGX�XLEX�TISTPI�HSRƅX�ORS[�
my story, they don’t know what’s behind it and they think coffee is produced in Italy. I accept the 
coexistence of all this and I let it inhabit me. It helps me move forward.

Besides the Bible, what other books are part of this work? 

The two books I would like to draw the audience’s attention to are a version of the Bible translated 
into Kinyarwanda and a French grammar text from 1900. The Rwandan Bible has a red cover, while 
the other book is blue. They are books I have chosen and have kept with me for a long time. The 
French grammar is a reference to what happened in Rwanda, to its political history. The Bible, on the 
other hand, is a reference to the religious sphere, which has also played a certain political role, becau-
se Christian institutions have played a great role behind the scenes in several episodes of the history 
of my country, as in many others. The other books are collections of short stories from all over the 
world, but on their covers there is a layer of coffee, so it is impossible to determine their content. 

Earlier you spoke of Bologna, of your sense of belonging to the city. 
You once recommended a book by Emilio Clementi called La notte del Pratello. 
What is it about this book that is so interesting with reference to your city? 

To that book I owe the fact that I chose to live in the Pratello area when I decided to move to Bologna. 
Clementi tells the stories of this street. It is a very particular place, very bohemian and free. There is 
a bar on every corner. Sometimes, coming home in the evening, these bars are a temptation. There 
are bars that open at midnight or at four in the morning. Places that are accessed through a secret 
code. All this has always fascinated me. But I really understood the soul of Pratello on April 25th, the 
day of the Liberation from the Nazi-Fascists. All of Bologna, on that day, pours into this street, which 
is not very wide. Also, the street is inhabited by some truly incredible characters. There is a saying 
in town: when you arrive here you either leave immediately or you stay forever. I stayed. Bologna is 
built on a human scale. It is welcoming, but one also risks losing oneself, because it has everything 
you could possibly need.



Let us return for a moment to the materials of your research, which are important and fascinating. 
I am reminded of a project of yours entitled You Might Know, which is inspired by a song dedicated 
XS�XLI�ƼKYVI�SJ�&VMER�;MRJSVH�EOE�7TEGIQER��-X�MW�XLI�WXSV]�SJ�XLMW�%JVMGER�%QIVMGER��MR�1IQTLMW��
[LS�MRZIRXIH�E�WIPJ�HVMZMRK�GEV�FEGO�MR�������QEHI�IRXMVIP]�SYX�SJ�PERHƼPP�QEXIVMEPW��8LIVI�MW�ER�
idea not so much of recycling, but of upcycling, which can also be found in your practice. The idea 
that with recycled materials one can shape the future. And it is also interesting that for this project 
you sought the collaboration of Jessica Sartiani who is an expert on the history of coffee.

I worked with Jessica Sartiani thanks to the Black History Month Florence programme, directed by 
Justin Randolph Thompson, an African-American who has lived in Florence for a very long time and 
who decided to bring together all the African artists in Italy. There are not many. But I don’t think this 
has made things easier. On the contrary, I think it presented an even greater challenge for him. When 
I started talking to Justin about coffee, the dialogue led us towards the possibility of me working with 
WSQISRI�[LS�[EW�ER�I\TIVX�SR�EPP�XLSWI�EWTIGXW�XLEX�HS�RSX�GSQI�YT�MR�Q]�VIWIEVGL��%X�ƼVWX�-�XLSYKLX�
I was not interested. However, soon after, I realised it could learn a lot. And so I met Jessica. I learnt 
about many things related to the consumption and production of coffee blends. I realised that Italy is 
famous because its coffees are the result of blends of so many raw materials from different places. 
This is evident in the packaging that is sold here and which does not indicate the origin of the coffees 
used. In other countries this is not the case. In other countries you know that the coffee you consume 
GSQIW�JVSQ�E�WTIGMƼG�GSYRXV]��-�EPWS�VIEPMWIH�XLEX�QER]�SXLIV�WSGMS�IGSRSQMG�JEGXSVW�LEZI�E�VSPI�MR�
the production and consumption of coffee. For example, when coffee cultivation arrived in Rwanda, 
it supplanted and wiped out other peasant cultures. In South America there are huge problems at the 
moment, because due to climate change the coffee plant, which is very delicate, has stopped growing 
in several areas. No longer having the knowledge to grow other plants, many farmers are forced to 
move from parts of Colombia or Brazil to the United States in an attempt to survive. And many men 
die while attempting to migrate. Recently, a CNN documentary showed how several farmers ended up 
FIGSQMRK�TVI]�XS�HVYK�XVEƾGOIVW�FIGEYWI�XLI]�GSYPH�RS�PSRKIV�KVS[�GSJJII�HYI�XS�KPSFEP�[EVQMRK�ERH�
had lost their jobs. Jessica Sartiani shared many of these stories with me, which made me understand 
more about the identity of the material I use in my works.

Sartiani’s research also touches on the myth of purity related to this colonial product, 
there is a real cartography related to coffee that tells of expropriation and of ‘culture levelling’. 
I think the term cartography is interesting in this context also because your works are often 
viewed as landscapes. 

As I told you before, the exchange with Jessica led me to better understand that Italian coffee has 
the peculiarity of passing through many hands and crossing many geographical borders. The cof-
JII�[I�ƼRH�MR�XLI�WYTIVQEVOIX��HMWXVMFYXIH�F]�FMK�FVERHW�WYGL�EW�0EZE^^E�SV�/MQFS��GSQIW�TEVXP]�
from the Philippines, partly from Brazil, Ethiopia, Rwanda, and on a conceptual level, it draws a map 
without borders. Many of the monochromes I create, like the one exhibited at Palazzo Braschi for 
the project Quotidiana, curated by the Quadriennale, are like planispheres in which it is impossible 
to make out borders. This is, after all, the world I believe in, in spite of the fact that I still have great 
HMƾGYPX]�XVEZIPPMRK��HYI�XS�XLI�VIRI[EP�SJ�Q]�VIWMHIRGI�TIVQMX�ERH�TEWWTSVX��%RH��TIVLETW��XLEX�MW�
why these works have a certain gravity, they are capable of drawing viewers in. 

This large painting, it’s over two metres large, is connected to the book installation.
 In fact, your canvases are also layered, they resemble palimpsests. 
,S[�HS�]SY�GSRWXVYGX�E�[SVO�WYGL�EW�XLMW�SRI#�

There is something very natural behind this layering. Painting with coffee taught me how to work 
with the seasons, as traditional craftsmen did. Bologna, in fact, is very humid. I start preparing these 
works in the summer, so that they can dry quickly. In the hot season, I prepare the canvases and let 
them dry. I do the imprimatura, I bind the material with Vinavil. I have to do it at this time of year, 
otherwise mould might form. So in summer I don’t paint. It is in winter that the coffee preparations 
come into contact with the more artistic colours and materials, the acrylics, the inks. In the mean-



time, I start collecting coffee, I put it on the radiator to dry. Then once it’s summer again, I put it in 
the sun, and so on. I like this routine because it has a human rhythm. In fact, I don’t produce much. 
I let some works that I prepare in the summer sit for two years before deciding to go back to them.

%RH�[LIR�HS�]SY�GSRWMHIV�E�[SVO�XS�FI�ƼRMWLIH#�

When I can’t stand it any more. Until recently, my studio was the living room of my house. So my 
relationship with my works was one of continuous exposure. But also today I know that a work is 
ƼRMWLIH�[LIR�-�VIEPMWI�XLEX�ER]�SXLIV�QEVO�-�QEOI�[MPP�XYVR�SYX�XS�FI�GVET�MR�XLI�IRH��-�ORS[�XLEX�E�
single drop of colour will ruin everything. And I know that at that point I would no longer recognise 
the work. Sometimes I want to add something, I have an idea, but I have to desist, because I know I 
will lose everything. At that point I stop, immediately.

If I look at the work you recently exhibited at the Macro, also in Rome, I can see a lot of what you 
have said and it still seems to me that what emerges visually is a kind of landscape interrupted by 
holes. This makes me think of Michael Armitage. Also in his works the material often produces gaps. 

Yes, that work is the result of the kind of layering we talked about. Part of it was made with Chinese 
paper that I glued together at the beginning of the process. There were parts of that paper that did 
not stick well. So I decided to cut it off, removing what I didn’t need. Then holes started to form, 
[LMGL��SZIV�XMQI��-�ƼPPIH�[MXL�GSJJII�SV�[MXL�E�QM\XYVI�SJ�GSJJII�ERH�EGV]PMG��8LI�I\LMFMXMSR�[EW�GEPPIH�
Retrofuturo (retrofuture). I thought it was a perfect title. It makes me think of myself: every time I take 
two steps forward, I also seem to take one step back. It also made me think of this country, of its 
politics. Nothing is perfect. There are holes in everything. 

You say that Retrofuturo is a perfect title for the exhibition and for the relationship 
with your work, but you don’t give titles to your works. Why is that?

It has to do with something I understood before I went to the Academy. I had tried to exhibit. And I 
learnt that by using my real name, people connected it to a stereotype. They expected something 
African, with masks and the whole corollary of clichés. I realised that also titles were a distraction. 
7S�-�IPMQMREXIH�IZIV]XLMRK��-�GLSWI�E�REQI�XLEX�HMHRƅX�QEOI�TISTPI�XLMRO�SJ�ER]XLMRK�WTIGMƼG�ERH�-�
got rid of the titles, because I wanted my works to be learning devices. My works are abstract and 
there is no order in which one has to view them. Instead, the titles provide indications of something 
one must look for. The same goes for my name, Francis Offman, which I use so that people don’t 
associate me with Rwanda and, as a result, convince themselves that my works necessarily speak 
of the genocide or that when I use red it is to represent blood or wounds. The fact is that I have been 
here for twenty years. I feel fully European even though according to the government I am not. I am 
Italian. And the choice of a stage name and the elimination of titles is a way to make people focus 
on the substance of my work.

To end this interview, I would like to ask you who are the artists you dialogue with the most.

It’s not easy to build real dialogues here in Italy. I think that what interests me does not usually interest 
colleagues of my generation. They don’t seem to want to address issues that are at the centre of inter-
national concerns. There is a very particular concept of art here, and I think it is largely due to such an 
important cultural history. Which sometimes also risks being an overwhelming burden. I also realise 
that other artists often say that my work is heavy or that I talk about colonialism because I am African. 
But Italy too has had a colonial history, so whoever believes that there are elements in it that need to 
be investigated is free to do so. Africa does not have the exclusivity of pain. On the contrary, we too 
like to be joyful. Perhaps the person with whom I have the most interesting exchange is Guglielmo Ca-
stelli, maybe because of an international outlook we both have. But the people I feel closest to me are 
those who teach me how to use materials, like the site manager who explained the secrets of cement 
or the neighbour who brings me coffee grounds. I like talking to my neighbours. About art, of course, 
perhaps using mediating elements, like coffee, cement. These are little tricks in fact.


